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Patented Aug. 7, 1945 2,381,062 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,381,062, 

PUNCE AND DEMOUNTING 
Frank K. Kirsch, Detroit, Mich, assignor to 

Y. y-strippit Corporation, North Tonawanda, 
Application June 30, 1943, serial No. 492,797 

28 Claims. (C. 184-99) 
This invention relates to improvements in 

mounting punch and die implements or die sets. 
One of the objects of this invention is to pro 

vide an improved method and means for mount 
ing punch and die implements on die sets so that 
any set of implements can be quickly and accu 
rately mounted on any die set. It is also an object 
of this invention to provide method and means 
of this kind by means of which punch and die 
implements can be properly mounted on a die set 
without requiring the services of an expert die 
Setter. It is a further object to provide a method 
and means of this kind which may be standard 

0 

ized to make it possible to assemble punch and 
die implements or apparatus on any number of 
different die sets by using holes already formed 
in the die set. . 
A further object is to provide apparatus of im 

proved construction, by means of which mount 
ing plates having punches and dies mounted 
thereon can readily be accurately located and se 
cured to the punch holder and die shoe of a 
die set. A further object is to provide die sets 
with accurately formed and positioned holes, each 
having a locating bushing and a securing bush 
ing pressed therein, for cooperation with bolts having separate locating and securing portions 
formed thereon. It is also an object of this in 

- Fig. 5 is a plan view of the die shoe of a large 
die set showing a standardised spacing of holes 
and mounting plates of three different sizes in 
position thereon. , 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a pair of mount 
ing plates which will exactly fit over any four 
locating holes of the die set shown in the upper 
left-hand portion of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a pair of mounta 
ing plates which will exactly fit over any four 
locating holes as shown in the lower left-hand portion of Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a pair of mounta 
ing plates which will exactly fit over any four 
locating holes as shown in the right-hand portion 
of Fig. 5 and having two other holes for holding 
screws where necessary. 

20 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary front view, partly in 
section, of a standardized die set having punch 
and die plates mounted thereon so that each 
punch is in axial alinement with its die due to the accuracy of the spacings of the holes through 

25 

which the attachment bolts enter. 
Fig. 10 is a similar view of the same die set, 

as shown in Fig. 9, and showing how blanking 
dies may be quickly and accurately mounted 
thereon by using the same accurately spaced lo 
cating holes, as shown in Fig. 9. Wention to provide means of improved construc 

tion for plugging holes in the die set which are 
not used and which might interfere with the 
proper functioning of the punch or die units. 
Further objects and advantages of this inven 

tion will appear from the following description 
and claims. 
In the accompanying drawings: P 
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Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a large conven 
tional die set showing standardized locating holes 
formed in accordance with my invention and po 
sitioned in pairs one directly above the other. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary cross sectional view 
of the upper part of a die set showing bushings 
for the accommodation of the bolts for attach 
ing mounting plates and at the same time-assur 
ing their accurate positioning on same. 

Fig. 3 is a similar fragmentary cross sectional 
view, showing an attachment guided in its bush 
ing to maintain accuracy in relation to other like bolts and to its mounting plate. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a die set for use 
in a smaller punch press showing the stem by 
which the upper part is attached to the ram of 
the press and the standardized holes located on 
€xactly the same center line spacings as in a 
portion of the die set shown in Fig.1. 

raised position. - 
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s 'die get.' 
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Fig. 11 is a similar view of the same die set 
as Fig. 9 and showing how the 'Die set and 
templet mounting' shown in Patent No. 2,275, 
708 may be used in this apparatus. 

Fig. 12 is a front elevation, partly in section, 
of -a standardized die set mounted in a press . 
which is only partially shown, the die set hav 
ing punch and die implements mounted thereon, 
the punch holder of the press being shown in 

Fig. 13 is a sectional plan view, on line 3-3, 
Fig. 12, showing a die carrier mounting plate in 
position. On a dile shoe. . . 

Fig. 14 is a sectional view showing the filler 
plug used to provide a flush surface over mount 
ing holes when punch or die elements may be 
located in position over them, the section being 
taken online 4-4, Fig. 13. , 
in the particular die set shown in Fig. 1, 0 

represents the die shoe, if the punch holder, 2 
the guide posts, and the guide postbushing, all. 
of which parts when assembled are known as 

Die sets of this nature are a stand ard commercial commodity which may be ob 
tained from different manufacturers. As these 
de sets are required for the basic mounts for 
punch and die implements for blanking, punch 



2. 
ing, forming, drawing and other operations on 
sheet metal, they have heretofore always been 
supplied (except in special cases) with the main 
portions of the punch holder and die shoe plain, 
i. e. without holes for attaching the punch and 
die implements thereto. . 

Heretofore each die maker or designer pro 

a,381,082 
or upper member fl of the die set, which 

6 

holes are formed in axial alinement with cor 
respondingly spaced holes in the die shoe . 
These holes may,"for example, be spaced at dis 
tances of six inches from each other so as to 
accommodate a plate somewhat larger than six 
inches square. Any suitable dimensions may, of 

vided means according to his own ideas for secur 
ing the punch and die to the die set and each 
time that a punch and die was mounted on a die 
set, an expert die setter was required to mount 
the punch and die in correct relation to each 
other. In order to overcome this difficulty, I 
provide each die set with a series of holes which 
are formed accurately with their axes perpen 
dicular to the faces of the die shoe and punch 
holder of the die set and arranged in accurately 
predetermined spaced relation to each other, and 
arranged with each hole of the punch holder in 
accurate axial alinement with a hole in the die : 
shoe. I also adopt a standard spacing of these 
holes, so that other die sets will have holes simi 
larly spaced. I then provide the punch and die 
mounting plates, on which the punch and die im 
plements are mounted, with holes which are 
spaced relatively to each other in the same man 
ner as the holes in the die set, and the punch 
and die implements are mounted on these mount 
ing plates, so that they will cooperate correctly 
witn each other when the holes of the plates are 
in axial alinement. Consequently, when these 

course, be selected. I have also provided two ad 
ditional series of holes in the punch holder 

O 

shown in Fig. 1. 

s 

l, which may be spaced in any suitable or de 
sired relationship to the holes 4 preferably in 
alinement therewith so that these holes may 
accommodate a punch supporting plate of larger 
dimensions. The die shoe () is provided with 
holes in axial alinement with the holes ff. 

In Fig. 4, I have shown a small die. set having 
a die shoe 20, a punch holder 21, and guide posts 
22. In this small die set, the punch holder is privided with holes 2 arranged in axial aline 

nt with holes 24 of the die set and these holes 
may be spaced in the same relationship to each 
other as the holes 4 and 5 of the larger die set 

The die set showith in Fig. 4 is 
provided with a stem or projection 25 by means 
of which the punch holder may be mounted on 
the ran of the press in the usual manner. 
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mounting plates with the punch and die imple 
ments thereon are to be placed on a die set, it is merely necessary to place accurately fitting pins 
into at least two holes of punch mounting plate 
and punch holder, and to place at least two ac 
curately fitting pins into corresponding holes of 
the die mounting-plate and die shoe. The plates 
may then be secured to the die set, and it will be 
obvious that when so mounted, the die imple 
rhents will be correctly located with reference to 
the punch implements. Furthermore, if all die sets of a shop or of a number of shops are pro- . 
vided with holes identically spaced, and all die 
and punch mounting plates are provided with . 
two or more holes spaced according to the spac 
sing of holes in the die sets, then any set of plates 

O 

In Fig. 5, I have shown the die shoe 2 of the 
larger die set in which the holes are formed 
and spaced to accommodate die mounting plates 
of different sizes. For example, the die set is 
provided with holes to support a die-mounting 
plate 2 of the smallest size in the upper left 
hand Corner thereof, and another die mounting 
plate of larger size is arranged in the lower 
left corner, the die shoe. having holes suitable 
for accommodating these two plates. At the 
right-hand side of Fig. 5, a still larger die mount 
ing plate 3 is shown which has holes in its cor 
ners arranged for cooperation with corresponding 
holes of the die shoe and intermediate of these 
holes, additional locating or securing means may 
be provided for holding the die mounting plate 

may be easily and quickly secured to a die set 
without the aid of a skilled die setter and with 
out removing the die set from the press, so that 
the press will be idle only for a minimum in 
terval of time. 0 . 
Any suitable or - desired arrangement of alin 

ing holes may be employed. For example, the 
holes may be arranged at the intersections of 
straightlines equally spaced and extending length 
wise and crosswise of the die set, the crosswise 

O 

ing tomy invention, 
5 5 

in correct relation on the die shoe 28. It will be 
noted that the holes shown in Fig. 5 are so ar 
ranged in the die shoe that in place of the three 
die mounting plates 29, 30 and 8 shown in this 
figure, a single large plate covering substantially . 
the usable area of the die shoe could be used and 
the holes provided for the small plates could be 
employed for fitting large plates to the die shoe. 
Also two plates of the size of plate 3 could be 
mounted on the die shoe. Since the spacing of 
the holes in any die set is made standard accord 

ere will be no difculty 
on the part of the die designer to select punch 
and die mounting plates having the holes therein 

lines extending at 90 degrees from the longitu 
dinal lines. By adopting a standard spacing of 
these lines from each other both for the die. sets 
and the mounting plates, any set of mounting . 
plates may be secured to any die set, providing 
that the same is large enough, or a number of 
sets of small mounting plates may be mounted 
at the same time in a larger die set. These 
mounting plates may then be produced in quan 
tities with holes bored therein according to the 
standard adapted. The larger die sets can have 
the holes therein spaced to accommodate sev 
eral sets of smaller mounting plates and when 
large mounting plates are used thereon, prefer 
ably the same holes which serve for the smaller 
plates are also used for the larger plates. 
In the die set shown in Fig. 1, I have provided 

a middle series of holes 4 in the punch holder 

(50 

located to cooperate with holes in the die set and 
to arrange these punch and die units on these 
plates so that they will cooperate with each other. 

In Fig. 6; I have shown a puinch mounting plate 
33 for cooperation with the die mounting plate 
28, these plates being of the smallest size, suit 
able for use on a die set, such as shown in Fig. 

05 
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4, or for use with the openings f4 and '?s of the 
die set shown in Fig. 1, or for use on a larger 
die set, as indicated in Fig, 5. In Fig. 7, I have 
shown a larger size of mounting plates, the punch 
mounting plate 34 being arranged for coopera 
tion with a die mounting plate 30 similar to that 
shown in the lower left corner of Fig. 5. 

In Fig. 8, I have shown the die mounting 
plate 3 of Fig. 5 arranged to be used in con 
junction with a punch mounting plate 35. In 
these plates, in addition to the corner holes, I 
have shown intermediate holes 3D, which may be 
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employed when it is considered advisable to pro 
vide additional support for the plates on the die 
set. 
The holes described in the die set and in the 

punch and die. mounting plates may be used in 
conjunction with accurately machined pins for 
locating the mounting plates in correct relation 

3 
case, the construction employed would be iden 
tical with that shown in Figs, 2 and 3, but in 
verted. It will also be obvious that the bushings 

to the die set and other suitable means may be . 
provided for. Securing the mounting plates in 
their correct positions. It is possible, however, to 
combine the supporting means for the mounting 
plates with the locating means for these plates. 
I have, illustrated this type of arrangement in 
Figs. 2 and 3, in which I have also shown two 
bushings in each hole of the die set. In these fig 
ures, 39 represents the punch holder or upper 
member of the die set, and 40 represents one of 
the locating holes accurately formed in the 
punch holder. I preferably provide bushings for 
the locating holes, and in the construction shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3, I provide a locating bushing 4 
having a smooth or cylindrical inner surface for 
cooperating with the locating pin, and a secur 
ing bushing 42, which may for example have a 
threaded inner surface 43. The securing bush 
ing 42, in the construction shown, is provided 
with a head or outwardly flaring flange portion. 
44 which limits the extent to which the bushing 

O 

t 

25 

may enter into the hole 40, and suitable means 
may be provided for preventing the turning of 
the bushing 42 in the hole 40 of the punch hold 

-er, such for example as a dowel or pin 45, which 
acts as a key between the securing bushing 42 
and the punch holder 39. 
The bushing 4 may cooperate with any suit 

able alining or locating means for locating a 
punch mounting plate 46, Fig. 3, on the die set, 
and the securing bushing 42 may cooperate with 
suitable means for securing the punch mounting 
plate 46 in its correct position. The locating 
means may be a separate part from the Securing 
means. In the construction illustrated in Fig. 3, 
I have provided a bolt which incorporates both 
of these means, the bolt having a stem or shank 
48 which is accurately machined so as to have a 
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4 and 42 may be omitted and the locating and 
securing holes may be formed directly in the 
punch holder and die shoe of the die set. 
In Fig. 9, I have shown how the mounting 

plates with the punch and die implements 
mounted thereon may be secured to a die set 
by means of my improved construction. In this 
figure, 55 represents a punch mounting platehav 
ing a plurality of punch units applied thereto, 
each punch unit including a stripper sleeve 56 
slidably arranged in an accurately formed hole 
in the punch mounting plate, a punch 57 extend 
ing into the stripper sleeve 66 and above it into 
contact with the punch holder 39 of the die set, 
and a stripper spring 58 interposed between "the 
head of the punch and a flange at the upper end 
of the stripper sleeve 5. When the work is be 
ing penetrated during the movement of the 
punch holder 39 toward the die shoe 62, the strip 
per sleeves 56 slide upwardly in their holes in 
the punch mounting. plate 55 while the punch 
penetrates the work. 60 represents the die 
mounting plate which has dies 6 pressed into 
accurately formed holes in the plate 60, the lower 
ends of the dies resting directly on the die shoe 
62 of the die set. 
The punch and die mounting plates 55 and 60 

are provided with accurately formed locating 
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holes therein, Spaced according to the standard 
spacing adopted for the die sets, and in the con 
struction shown, these holes in the two support 
ing plates may be provided with bushings 63. 
The die. mounting plate 60 is secured to the die 
shoe 62 by means of a bolt similar to the one de 
scribed in connection with Fig. 3, having an ac 

40 
curately formed cylindrical body portion or shank 
64 which when inserted through the bushing 63 
of the die mounting plate and the locating bush 

45 
snug fit within the locating bushing and in a cor 
respondingly accurately formed hole in the punch 
mounting plate 46. The bolt also has an end 
portion 49 of reduced diameter which is thread 
ed to cooperate with the threaded securing bush 
ing 42. 50 represents a spacer which may be of 
any suitable or desired form, for example, in the 
form of a sleeve extending about the shank por 
tion 48 of the bolt or in the form of a rail ar 
ranged between bolts, or the spacing means may 
be in the form of a series of blocks positioned to 
space the mounting plate 46 in definite parallel 
spaced relation to the puneh holder 39 of the die 
set. The bolt shown is provided with a head 5 
by means of which it may be turned. 

It will be obvious from the foregoing that the 
shank portion 48 of the bolt will position the 
punch mounting plate 46 so that the hole therein 
will be coaxial with the locating bushing 41 and 
by tightening the bolt, the punch mounting 
plate 46 will be securely held in this relationship. 
It is, of course, well known to those skilled in the 

SO 

55. 

60 

65, 

art that screw threads cannot be relied upon to 
support a bolt coaxial with a hole, but by means of the locating bushing and the accurately 
formed shank 48 of the bolt, a high degree of 

0. 

accuracy in mounting the plate 46 can be at 
tained. Obviously, the same construction shown 
in FigS. 2 and 3 may be used on a die shoe for 
securing a die mounting plate thereto, in which s 

ing 4f of the die shoe will ensure accurate posi 
tioning of the die mounting plate 60 on the die 
set, so that the plate may then be secured in this 
position by means of the screw-threaded portion 
of the bolt which cooperates with the threaded bushing 42. 
. In the case of the punch mounting plate 55, 
because of the height of the punching units 
above this plate, I have provided another form of 
spacing member, this spacing member also serv 
ing to aline or locate the punch mounting plate 
55 and is in effect an extension of the locating 
and securing bolt. This extension or spacing 
member is provided with an accurately formed 
cylindrical locating portion 67 adapted to co 
operate with the locating bushing 4 in the punch 
holder of the die set and a screw-threaded por 
tion 68 which serves to secure this spacing mem 
ber to the securing bushing 42 of the die Sset. 
This spacing member includes a spacing part 89 
of larger diameter than the cylindrical portion 6 
and which preferably has a hexagonal or other 
non-circular exterior surface so that it can be 
readily turned by means of a wrench. This por 
tion is of the exact length required between the 
lower surface of the punch holder 39 of the die 
set and the upper surface of the punch mount 
ing plate 55, against which the lower end of the 
spacing member 69 bears. 
This spacing member is bored out to form a r 

hole therein having an accurately bored cylin 
drical portion TO and a portion 7 of smaller di 
ameter which is screw-threaded. This spacing 
member is adapted to cooperate with a bolt simi 

  



4 
lar to those described and having an accurately 
machined cylindrical shank portion 73 fitting into 
the cylindrical portion TO of the bore of the ex 
tension member and adapted to fit accurately in 
the bushing 63 of the punch mounting plate. The 
end of this bolt is of reduced diameter and 
threaded to cooperate with the threaded por 
tion is of the extension or spacing member. It 
Will be obvious that by first positioning the 
spacing member into fixed relation to the punch 
holder 39 of the die set and then using the bolt 
for Securing the punch mounting plate thereto, 
the bolt will be in correct axial alinement with 
the spacing member, and consequently, the hole 
in the bushing 63 of the punch mounting plate 
55 will be in correct axial alinement with the 
bushing 4 in the punch holder 39. Since this 
bushing is in correct axial alinement with the 
corresponding bushing 4f of the die shoe, it will 
be obvious that the various punching units 
mounted on the punch mounting plate 55 will be 
in correct axial alinement with the dies 6 of the 
die mounting plate 60. 

In Fig. 10, I have shown the same die set hav 
ing different mounting plates secured thereto. In 
this case, a mounting plate 75 is provided having 
a blanking punch 76 secured thereto and the die 
mounting plate 77 has a blanking die 78 mount 
ed thereon. The holes in the two mounting 
plates for receiving the locating and securing 
bolts connecting them to the die set are spaced 
identically as in the case of the mounting plates 
55 and 60 shown in Fig. 9, and consequently, 
When it is desired to mount the blanking dies on 
the same die set, it is merely necessary to remove 
the bolts that secure the mounting plate 55 to 
the Spacer member 69 and remove the punch 
mounting plate 55 and put in its place the plate 
75. Since the distance between these plates will 
be less than in the case of the plates 55 and 60, 
spacer members 80 of any suitable kind, such 
for example as the spacing members 69 shown in 
Fig. 9, or the sleeves 50 shown in Fig. 3, may be 
used to position the die mounting plate 77 in 
spaced relation to the die shoe 62. These spacing 

O 
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in the later patent in which templates II and 
87 are provided, the punch units 88 being mount 
ed on the template 86 and the die units be 
ing mounted on the template 87. These tem 
plates may be secured to the punch holder and 
die shoe 62 of the die set by means of bolts simi 
lar to those shown in Figs. 2 and 3, but shorter, 
since no spacing members are employed in this 
case between the templates and the parts of the 
die Set. 

Figs. 12 and 13 show a complete die set with 
perforating apparatus mounted thereon and ready 
for operation in a press. In this die set, the 
punch holder 92, Fig. 12, is secured to the ram 8 
of the press by means of bolts 84 which extend 
through flanges of the punch holder of the set, 
and the die shoe 95 is secured to the bolster plate 
96 which in turn is secured to the bed 97 of the 
press. 
punch units mounted thereon similar to those 
shown in Fig. 9 is secured to the punch holder 
92 of the die set in the same manner as hereto 
fore described, by means of bolts 99, and the die 
mounting plate of is secured to the bolster plate 
by means of shorter bolts fo2, these bolts of both 
plates cooperating with locating bushings and 8e 
curing bushings arranged in holes of the die shoe. 
The die mounting plate of on which the die units 
are mounted may also support a pair of posts 
04 having locating pins fols thereon which are 
adapted to enter into preformed holes in the 
work for locating the work with reference to the 
punches and dies. 

In Figs. 9 to 12, the additional holes in the die 
set for accommodating mounting plates of other 
sizes are omitted for the sake of clarity, but it 
will be understood that the die sets shown in these figures are provided with holes for accom 
modating mounting plates of various sizes. Addi 
tional holes 07 for a smaller die plate are shown 
in broken lines in Fig. 13. 

It may happen that with a plurality of locat 
- ing holes in the die set, some of the punch or die 

members are preferably employed so that the 
blanks 84 punched out by the die may be readily 
removed. If desired, the spacer members used 
in connection with the mounting plates may be 
made of such height that anyo set of mounting 
plates may operate with the same shut-height 
of the press, thereby further simplifying the 
changes over from one set of mounting plates 
to another by eliminating the need for adjust 
ing the bed of the press. 
The blanking punch 76 and the die B are, of 

course, correctly mounted on the plates 75 and 
with respect to the locating holes in these 

plates and the blanking punch and die may be 
secured to their mounting plates in any usual 
or suitable manner, for example, by means of 
rivets 82 as shown in the drawing. In the case 
of any of the mounting plates, if strains are 
placed on the plates, such as might cause them 
to defect, additional spacing members 83, such as 
rails or blocks may be placed between the die 
mounting plate 77 and the die shoe 62 and simi 
lar spacing members 84 may also be interposed 
between the punch mounting plate 75 and the 
punch holder 39 of the die set. . - - - 
In Fig. 11, the same die set is shown used in 

connection with perforating apparatus such as 
disclosed in the patents issued to George F. Wales, 
Nos. 2,168,377 and 2,275,706, the apparatus 
shown in the drawing being similar to that shown 

50 

55 

60 

85 

70 

75 

units may be located under or over these locat 
ing holes and thus interfere with the proper op 
eration of these punch and die units. For this 
purpose, I provide plugs for the holes, such for 
example as are shown in Fig. 14. These plugs 
have body portions or shanks which are preferably 
of the same length as the locating bushings and 
have threaded portions 0 of reduced diameter 
which engage the threads of the bushings 42. The 
ends of these plugs preferably terminate flush 
with the surfaces of the punch holder or die shoe 
of the die set and these ends may be provided 
with slots for a screwdriver. Any other means 
for temporarily plugging any of the locating holes 
in the die set may be provided. 
By means of the foregoing. method and ap 

paratus, it will be obvious that the securing Of 
mounting plates On the die sets is greatly facil 
itated so that the work of an expert die setter 
is entirely eliminated. Furthermore, by provid 
ing the mounting plates with locating holes there 
in arranged according to a certain predetermined 
spacing, various sizes of plates may be mounted 
on the die sets without requiring any changes in 
the die sets themselves. Furthermore, the 
mounting plates may be used in connection with 
any die set that is provided with the locating 
holes in predetermined spaced relation to each 
other, regardless of where such die sets may be 
located. Consequently, the mounting plates may 
be interchangeably used, not only on any die set 
of a particular-shop, but on die sets of different 

The punch mounting plate 100 having 
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shops, providing that they have the same spacing 
of locating holes therein. Furthermore, by means 
of the construction described, the mounting 
plates may be so spaced relatively to the die sets 

... that a standard shut-height may be adopted, or a 
series of standard shut-heights for different jobs, 
So that it even becomes unnecessary to adjust 
the bed of the press when changing from one set 
of mounting plates to another. Furthermore, 
the same die sets may be used for various types 
of dies, regardless of whether they are punching 
dies, blanking dies, or any other type of dies. 

I claim as my invention: . 
al. A method of mounting pairs of punch and die 

plates of various sizes on a die set, which includes 
accurately forming in the punch holder and die 
shoe of a die set a plurality of groups of round 
locating holes, the holes of each group of a pat 
tern being spaced at accurate uniform distances 
from each other, forming in each of said punch 
and die plates locating holes spaced from each 
other in identical spaced relationship with at least 
one group of locating holes in said die set and 
arranged so that when said holes of the punch 
plate are in axial alinement with the holes in the 
die plate, the punches and dies on said plates will 
also be in axial alinement, and mounting said 
plates on said die set with the holes of said plates 
in axial alinement with the selected group of holes 
of said die Set. 

2. A method of mounting pairs of punch and 
die plates of various sizes on a die set, which 
includes accurately forming in the punch holder 
and die shoe of a die set a plurality of groups 
of round locating holes, the holes in each group 

said punch and die plates locating holes spaced 
from each other in identical spaced relationship 
with at least one group of locating holes in said 
die set and arranged so that when said holes of . 
the punch plate are in axial alinement with the 
holes in the die plate, the punches and dies on 
said plates will also be in axial alinement, pass 
ing accurately formed pins through the holes of 
said punch plate and into the selected group of 
cooperating holes of said punch holder, passing 
other accurately formed pins through the holes 
of said die plate and into the corresponding se 
lected group of cooperating holes of said die shoe, 
and then securing said punch and die plates to 
said punch holder and die shoe respectively. 

3. A method of mounting pairs of punch and 
die carrying plates of various sizes interchange 
ably on a plurality of die sets which comprises 
accurately forming like groups of locating holes in . 
the punch holders and die shoes of said die sets, 
forming locating holes in each pair of plates ac 
curately spaced to match. One or more groups 
of holes in said punch holder and die shoe, mount 
ing punch and die implements on a pair of said 
mounting plates for cooperation with each other 
while the locating holes thereof are in coaxial 
alinement, and then securing said mounting plates . 
on any one of said die sets with said locating. 
holes of said mounting plates coaxial with the 
selected group of locating holes in the chosen 
die set whereby said punch implements on One 
of said mounting plates will be positioned for 
cooperation with the die implements on the othe 
mounting plate of the same pair. 
4. A method of mounting pairs of punch and 

die carrying plates of various sizes interchange 
ably on a plurality of die sets which includes ac 
curately forming like groups of round locating 

holes in the punch holders and die shoes of said 
die sets, forming locating holes in each pair of 
plates accurately spaced to match one of more 
groups of holes in said punchholder and die shoe, 

is mounting punch and die implements on a pair. 
of said mounting plates for cooperation with each 
other while the locating holes thereof are in co 
axial alinement, and then securing said mounting 
plates on any one of said die sets with said locat 

10 ing holes of said mounting plates coaxial with 
the selected group.of locating holes in the chosen 
die set whereby said punch implements. On One of 
said mounting plates will be positioned for coop 
eration with the die implements on the other 

5 mounting plate of the same pair, and spacing said 
mounting plates relatively to the punch holder 
and die shoe of the die set so that each set of 
mounting plates with their punch and die imple 
ments requires the same shut-height of the 

20 press. 
5. Means for punching sheet material, includ 

ing a plurality of die sets each having a series of 
groups of round locating holes accurately formed 
in the punch holders and die shoes thereof in 

25 predetermined spaced relation to each other, each 
hole in a punch holder being in axial alinement 
with a hole in the die shoe of a die set, a plu 
rality of pairs of mounting plates having locating 
holes accurately formed therein and spaced from 

30 each other in accordance with the spacing of at 
least one group of said locating holes of said die 
sets, securing-punch and die units on said mount 
ing plates with the punch units of One plate of 
each pair arranged for cooperation with the die 

-- 35 units of the other plate of the pair when the lo of a pattern being spaced at accurate uniform 
distances from each other, forming in each of Cating holes of the pair are in axial alinement, 

and means, for alining the locating holes of any 
pair of mounting plates with any corresponding 
group of holes of any of said die sets. 

40. 6. Means for punching sheet material, includ 
ing a plurality of die sets each having a series of 
groups of round locating holes accurately formed 
in the punch holders and die shoes thereof in 
predetermined spaced relation to each other, 

45 each hole in a punch holder being in axial aline 
ment with a hole in the die shoe of a die set, a plurality of pairs of mounting plates having locat 
ing holes accurately formed therein and Spaced 
from each other in accordance with the spacing 

50 of at least one group of said locating holes of said 
die sets, securing punch and die units on said 
mounting plates with the punch units of one plate 
of each pair arranged for cooperation with the 
die units of the other plate of the pair when the ss locating holes of the pair are in axial alinement, 
and combined means for allining the locating 
holes of any pair of mounting plates with any 
corresponding group of holes in any of said die 
sets and for securing said plates on a die set in 

so their alined positions. 
7. Means for punching sheet material, including 

a plurality of die sets each having a series of lo 
cating holes accurately formed in the punch 
holders and die shoes thereof in predetermined 65 spaced relation to each other, each hdle in a 
punch holder. being in axial alinement with a . 
hole in the die shoe of a die set, a plurality of pairs of mounting plates having locating holes 
accurately formed therein and spaced from each 

70 other in accordance with the spacing of at least 
some of said locating holes of said die sets, se 
curing punch and die uraits on said mounting 
plates with the punch units of one plate of each 
pair arranged for cooperation with the die units 

5 of the other plate of the pair when the locating, 



6 
holes of the pair are in axial alinement, and 
bolts having accurately formed shank portions 
for alining the locating holes of any pair of 
mounting plates with corresponding holes in any 
of said die sets and having threaded end por 
tions for securing said plates to said die set with 
the locating holes of said plates and die set in 
alinement. • 

8. A die Set for use with mounting plates of 
various sizes having punch and die units mount 
ed thereon, said die set having a plurality of 
groups of accurately formed alined pairs of round 
holes arranged in the punch holder and in the 
die shoe of said die set, which groups of holes are 
arranged in accurate predetermined spaced re 
lation to each other and the holes of each group. 
being in accurate predetermined spaced relation 
to other holes of the same group and, corre 
Sponding to the spacing of locating holes in said 
mounting plates, and accurately formed cylin 
drical parts formed to fit into a group of holes 
of a die set and of a mounting plate to aline said 
holes and means on said cylindrical parts to se 
Cure same in said holes. 

9. A die set for use with mounting plates hav 
ing punch and die units mounted thereon, said 
die set having a plurality of groups of accurately 
formed alined pairs of holes arranged in the 
punch holder and in the die shoe of said die set, 
which groups of holes are arranged in accurate 
predetermined spaced relation to each other and 
the holes of each group being in accurate prede 
termined spaced relation to other holes of the 
Same group, each of said holes having a pair of 
bushings therein, one bushing having a cylindri 
cal bore therein for alining a hole in a mount 
ing plate therewith, and the other bushing be 
ing formed to cooperate with means for securing 
a mounting plate to the die set. 
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2,881,082. 
die shoe of a die set, which pairs of holes are ar 
ranged in accurate predetermined spaced rela 
tion to each other, corresponding to the spacing 
of locating holes in said mounting plates, each 
of said holes in said die set having a pair of 
bushings therein, the bushing adjacent to the 
mounting plate having a cylindrical bore therein 
for alining a hole in a mounting plate therewith, 
and the other bushing being of smaller diameter 
and having an internal screw thread, and bolts 
for alining the holes of said mounting plates with 
said first mentioned bushings and for securing 
said mounting plates to said second mentioned 
bushings, said bolts having accurately formed 
cylindrical shank portions, each formed to extend 
through a hole of a mounting plate and said 
first mentioned bushing for allining said hole with 
the bore of said bushing, said bolt also having 
an outer screw-threaded end for cooperation with 
said screw-threaded bushing. 

13. A die set mounting according to claim 12 
and having spacing members interposed between 
a mounting plate and the die set. 

14. A die set mounting according to claim 12 
and having spacing sleeves arranged about said 
bolts for spacing said mounting plate from the 
part of the die set to which it is Secured. 

15. A die set having a locating hole therein 
provided with a pair of bushings, one of said 
bushings having a cylindrical inner surface and 
the other bushing being of smaller diameter and 
having an internal screw thread, a spacing men 
ber having a cylindrical portion adapted to fit 
into the cylindrical bore of said first mentioned 
bushing and a threaded portion adapted to en 
gage the internai thread of said other bushing, 
said spacing member having a cylindrical bore in . 
the opposite end portion thereof and having a 
cylindrical bore of smaller diameter with an in 

10. A die set for use with mounting plates hav- 10 ternal screw thread arranged inwardly with ref 
ing punch and die units mounted thereon, said 
die set having a plurality of accurately formed 
alined pairs of holes arranged one in the punch 
holder and one in the die shoe of said die set, 
which pairs of holes are arranged in accurate 
predetermined spaced relation to each other, each 
of Said holes having a pair of bushings therein, 
One bushing having a cylindrical bore therein for 
alining a hole in a mounting plate therewith, and 
the other bushing being formed to cooperate with 
means for securing a mounting plate to the die" 
set, being provided with a smaller internal diame 
ter and screw threaded. 

11. A die set for use with mounting plates hav 
ing punch and die units mounted thereon, said 
die set having a plurality of accurately formed 
alined pairs of holes arranged one in the punch 
holder and one in the die shoe of said die set, 
which pairs of holes are arranged in accurate pre 
determined spaced relation to each other, each of 
said holes of said die set having a pair of bush 
ings therein, one bushing having a cylindrical 
bore and being arranged in the portion of the 
hole nearest to the mounting plate to be secured 
thereto, and the other bushing having an inter 
nal screw thread, means for holding said other 
bushing against rotation in said hole, and means 
for holding said other bushing from endwise 
movement in said hole toward said first men 
tioned bushing. 

12. The combination of a die set for use with 
mounting plates having punch and die units 
mounted thereon, said die set having a plurality 
of accurately formed alined pairs of holes ar 
ranged one in the punch holder and one in the 
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erence to said cylindrical bore, and a bolt adapted 
to cooperate with said spacing member and hav 
ing a cylindrical shank portion for cooperation 
with the cylindrical portion of the bore of said 
spacing member and a threaded end portion for 
engagement with the threaded bore of said spac 
ing member. 

16. A die set for use with mounting plate 
having punch and die units mounted thereon, said 
die set having a plurality of accurately formed 
alined pairs of holes arranged one in the punch 
holder and one in the die shoe of said die set, 
said pairs of holes being arranged in accurate 
predetermined spaced relation to each other for 
cooperation with corresponding locating holes of 
a plurality of mounting plates of different sizes, 
each hole having the portion thereof adjacent 
to the mounting plate provided with a cylindrical 
bore and the portion thereof remote from the 
mounting plate provided with a bore of Smaller 
diameter and internally screw-threaded. 

i 17. A die set for use with mounting plates. 
having punch and die units mounted thereon, 
said die set having a plurality of accurately 
formed alined pairs of holes arranged one in the 
punch holder and one in the die shoe of said die 
set, said pairs of holes being arranged in ac 
curate predetermined spaced relation to each 
other for cooperation with corresponding locating 
holes of a plurality of mounting plates of dif 
ferent sizes, each hole having the portion there 
of adjacent to the mounting plate provided with 
a cylindrical bore and the portion thereof remote 

s 
from the mounting plate provided with a bore of 
smaller diameter and internally screw-threaded, 

f 
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and a plug for said hole including a body portion 
formed to fit into the cylindrical portion of said 
hole and coextensive in length thereWith and 
having a threaded end portion adapted to coop 
erate with the threaded portion of said hole. 

18. A method of mounting pairs of punch and 
die carrying plates of various sizes interchange 
able on a plurality of die sets which includes ac 
curately forming like groups of round locating 
holes, according to a standard pattern, in the 
punch holders and die shoes of said die sets, 
forming locating holes in each pair of plates ac 
curately spaced to match one or more groups of 
holes of said standard pattern in said punch 
holder and die shoe, mounting punch and die in 
plements on a pair of said mounting plates for 
cooperation with each other, while the locating 
holes thereof are in coaxial alinement, and then 
securing said mounting plates on any one of said 
die sets with said locating holes of said mounting 
plates coaxial with the selected group of locating 
holes in the chosen die set whereby said punch 
implements on one of said mounting plates will 
be positioned for cooperation with the die imple 
ments on the other mounting plate of the same 
pair. 

19. A method of mounting multiple pairs of 
punch and die carrying plates of various sizes 
interchangeably on a plurality of die sets which 
includes accurately forming like groups of round 
locating holes in the punch holders and die shoes 

post, said post projecting away from the face of 
said punch holder and at its outer end being pro 
vided with bearing, locating and fastening means 
by which said plate may be located and secured 
in spaced relation to said punch holder face. 

22. In a die set for use in a stamping press a 
punch plate mounting, comprising a plurality of 
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holes in the punch holder of said die set, each 
of said holes being arranged ito accommodate the 
locating and fastening elements of a plate Sup 
porting post which projects away from the face 
of said punch holder and is provided with bear 
ing locating and fastening means by which said 
plate may be located and secured in spaced rela 
tion to said punch holder face. 

23. In a die set for use in a stamping press a 
punch plate naounting, comprising a plurality of 
holes in the punch holder of said die set, each 
of said holes being arranged to accommodate 
the locating and fastening elements of a plate 
supporting post which projects away from the 
face of said punch holder and is provided with 
bearing locating and fastening means by which 
said plate may be located and secured in spaced 
relation to Said punch holder face, and means 
for plugging, in said punch holder, the unused 
holes covered by said plates, to provide a sub 
stantially solid base for backing up punch imple 
ments carried by said plate. 

30 
of said die sets, forming locating holes in each 
pair of plates accurately spaced to match. One or 
more groups of holes in said punch holders and 
die shoes, mounting punch and die implements 
on two or more pairs of said mounting plates 
for cooperation with each other while the locat 
ing holes of each pair are in coaxial alinement, 
and then securing two or more pairs of said 
mounting plates on a die set with said holes of 
said mounting plates coaxial with the selected 
group of holes in said die set whereby said punch 
implements of each pair of mounting plates will 
be positioned for cooperation with the die in 
plements of the other mounting plate of the same 
pair. 

20. A method of mounting pairs of punch and 
die carrying plates of various sizes on a die set, 
which includes accurately forming in the punch 
holder and die shoe of a die set a plurality of 
groups of locating holes, the holes in each group 
of a pattern being spaced at accurate uniforn 
distances from each other, forming in each of said punch and die plates locating holes spaced 
from each other in identical spaced relationship 
with at least one group of locating holes in said 
die set and arranged so that when said holes of 
the punch plate are in axial-alinement with the 
holes in the die plate the punches and dies on 
said plates will also be in axial alinement, and 
mounting said plates on said die set with the holes 
of said plates in axial aiinement with the selected 
group of holes of said die set, and means for 
plugging, in said punch holder and die shoe, the 
unused holes covered by said plates to provide a 
substantially solid base for backing up said punch 
or die implements when they extend through one 
or both of said plates. 

21. In a die set for use in a stamping press, a 
punch plate mounting, comprising a plurality of 
holes in the punch holder of said die set, pairs 
of bushings in each of said holes, one of said 

24. A method of mounting punch and die car 
rying plates on a die set, which comprises accu 
rately forming locating and fastening holes in 
the punch holder and die shoe of said die set, 
mounting locating and Supporting means, by Said 
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bushings accommodating the locating element of . 
a plate supporting post and the other bushing 
accommodating the fastening element of said 75 

holes, to said punch holder and die shoe and 
then mounting said punch and die carrying plates 
on said supporting means, in spaced relation to 
the faces of said punch holder and said die shoe, 
in such manner that the punch implements on , 
the one plate cooperate with the die implements 
on the other plate. 

25. A method of mounting punch and die car 
rying plates on a die set, which comprises accu 
rately forming locating and fastening holes in 
the punch holder and die shoe of said die set, 
mounting locating and supporting means, by said 
holes, to said punch holder and die shoe and 
then mounting said punch and die carrying plates 
on said supporting means, in spaced relation to 
the faces of said punch holder and said die shoe 
and inserting' additional supporting means be 
tween said plates and said faces as desired, in 
such manner that the punch implements on the 
one plate cooperate with the die implements on 
the other plate, said additional supporting means 
preventing said plates from deflecting. 

26. A method of mounting punch and die Car 
rying plates on a die set at variable spacings from 
the faces of the punch holder and die shoe of 
said die set which includes accurately forming 
locating and fastening holes in said punch holder 
and die shoe in such manner that said plates 
having identically spaced holies are located and 
secured directly to said faces by means COOper 
atting with said holes, with the punch and die 
elements in proper position to cooperate, and 
when these plates are removed, spacer and sup 
porting elements are interposed between said 
faces and other punch and die carrying plates, 
and the holes in said punch holder and die shoe 
used to accommodate means for locating and se 
curing said plates to said spacer and support 
ing elements, and said spacer and supporting ele 
ments to said punch holder and said shoe. 
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